IVP Launches New Series Exploring the
Future of Christian Theology
InterVarsity Press (IVP) is pleased to announce the publication of a new series investigating
the dynamic and unexpected changes in the study of theology during the twenty-first
century. New Explorations in Theology (NET), launching in December 2015, will further
cement IVP’s commitment to publishing constructive works that advance key theological
conversations. IVP will be using this series to single out the best in new monographs and
research, working to stimulate fruitful dialogue.
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“A monograph and dissertation line is the bread and butter of an academic publisher,” says
David Congdon, associate editor for IVP Academic and project editor of NET. “As the IVP
Academic line matures, it is essential to have a place to publish and nurture the work of
young, new scholars. We look forward to publishing creative, constructive works in the
disciplines of systematic, historical, philosophical and practical theology.”
The goal of the NET series is to publish volumes that are attainable to a broader audience of
scholars and general readers with attractive prices, robust marketing plans and the high
production quality for which IVP is already known. IVP Academic will look for projects that
investigate new areas of research, stimulate fruitful dialogue and attend to the diverse array
of contexts and audiences in our increasingly pluralistic world.
The first volume in this series is The Reality of God and Historical Method, written by Samuel V.
Adams, director of graduate studies and assistant professor of theology and social justice at
Kilns College in Bend, Oregon. In this premier book, Adams—whose research currently
focuses on understanding theologies of history and their relationship to theories of social
action—engages the classic problem of the relation between faith and history from the
perspective of apocalyptic theology in critical dialogue with the work of N. T. Wright.
“New Testament scholars seldom have their basic underlying assumptions about truth, time
and the nature of history subjected to careful scrutiny. Yet their assumptions about these
notions profoundly shape everything they purport to describe in the name of ‘history.’ It is
then a special opportunity to have Sam Adams’s trained philosophical and theological mind
probe the assumptions underlying the work of the most widely-read New Testament scholar
of our day, N. T. Wright,” praises Douglas A. Campbell of Duke University. “In the hands of
Adams’s gentle but firm critique, we are led to a different interpretative place where those
critical assumptions concerning truth, time and history are—at least arguably—aligned more
accurately and fruitfully with the notion that ultimately informs all valid Christian
scholarship: the disclosure of the nature of God in the person of Jesus Christ.”
The second volume in this series will be Karl Barth’s Infralapsarian Theology: Origins and
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Development, 1920–1953 by Shao Kai Tseng in March 2016, in which Barth will be brought
into conversation with recent studies in Puritan theology.
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